
The Universe

A) B)

C) D)

1. According to the Big Bang theory, which graph hest represents the relationship between
time and the size of the universe from the beginning of the universe to the present?

A) blue shift of light from distant galaxies
B) red shift of light from distant galaxies
C) nuclear fusion occurring in the Sun
D) radioactive decay occurring in the Sun

2. The theory that the universe is expanding is supported by the

3. Base your answer to the following question on The diagram below represents the
bright-line spectrum for an element.

The spectrum of the same element observed in the light from a distant star is shown
below.

A) toward Earth B) away from Earth
C) in an elliptical orbit around the Sun D) in a circular orbit around the Sun

The shift in the spectral lines indicates that the star is moving



A) sizes of nearby galaxies
B) relative motions of distant galaxies
C) densities of the planets
D) rotation periods of the planets

4. The red shift of visible light waves that is observed by astronomers on Earth is used to
determine the

A) The gravitational force on Earth changes.
B) The universe appears to be expanding.
C) The Jovian planets are aligned with the Sun.
D) Galaxies are becoming more numerous.

5. What does a red shift in light from distant celestial objects indicate to a scientist on
Earth?

A) red shift in the light from distant galaxies
B) change in the swing direction of a Foucault pendulum on Earth
C) parallelism of Earth's axis in orbit
D) spiral shape of the Milky Way Galaxy

6. Evidence that the universe is expanding is best provided by the

7. The diagram below shows the spectral lines for an element.

A) B)

C) D)

Which diagram best represents the spectral lines of this element when its light is
observed coming from a star that is moving away from Earth?

A) orbital velocities of stars are decreasing
B) Earth’s atmosphere is warming
C) the Sun is cooling
D) the universe is expanding

8. Astronomers viewing light from distant galaxies observe a shift of spectral lines toward
the red end of the visible spectrum. This shift provides evidence that



A) revolving around the Sun B) revolving around the Milky Way
C) moving away from Earth D) moving toward Earth

9. When viewed from Earth, the light from very distant galaxies shows a red shift. This is
evidence that these distant galaxies are

A) redshift of light from distant galaxies
B) presence of volcanoes on Earth
C) apparent shape of star constellations
D) presence of craters on Earth's Moon

10. The Big Bang Theory, describing the creation of the universe, is most directly
supported by the

A) red-light end of the visible spectrum
B) blue-light end of the visible spectrum
C) ultraviolet-ray end of the electromagnetic spectrum
D) gamma-ray end of the electromagnetic spectrum

11. Starlight from distant galaxies provides evidence that the universe is expanding
because this starlight shows a shift in wavelength toward the



12. The diagram below shows a standard spectrum compared to a spectrum produced
from a distant star.

A) The star’s spectral lines have shifted toward the ultraviolet end of the spectrum
and the star is moving toward Earth.

B) The star’s spectral lines have shifted toward the ultraviolet end of the spectrum
and the star is moving away from Earth.

C) The star’s spectral lines have shifted toward the infrared end of the spectrum and
the star is moving toward Earth.

D) The star’s spectral lines have shifted toward the infrared end of the
spectrum and the star is moving away from Earth.

Which conclusion can be made by comparing the standard spectrum to the spectrum
produced from this distant star?

A) shrinking, only
B) expanding, only
C) shrinking and expanding in a cyclic pattern
D) remaining the same size

13. The redshift of light from distant galaxies provides evidence that the universe is



14. In the diagram below, the spectral lines of hydrogen gas from three galaxies, A, B, and 
C, are compared to the spectral lines of hydrogen gas observed in a laboratory.

A) Galaxy A is moving away from Earth, but galaxies B and C are moving toward
Earth.

B) Galaxy B is moving away from Earth, but galaxies A and C are moving toward
Earth.

C) Galaxies A, B, and C are all moving toward Earth.
D) Galaxies A, B, and C are all moving away from Earth.

What is the best inference that can be made concerning the movement of galaxies A,
B, and C?



15. The diagram below illustrates three stages of a current theory of the formation of the
universe.

A) shorter than normal (a red shift) B) shorter than normal (a blue shift)
C) longer than normal (a red shift) D) longer than normal (a blue shift)

A major piece of scientific evidence supporting this theory is the fact that wavelengths
of light from galaxies moving away from Earth in stage 3 are observed to be

A) contracting, only
B) expanding, only
C) remaining constant in size
D) alternating between contracting and expanding

16. In a Doppler red shift, the observed wavelengths of light from distant celestial objects
appear closer to the red end of the spectrum than light from similar nearby celestial
objects. The explanation for the red shift is that the universe is presently



17. The diagram below represents a standard dark-line spectrum for an element.

A)

B)

C)

D)

The spectral lines of this element are observed in light from a distant galaxy. Which
diagram represents these spectral lines?

A) the larger it is.
B) the faster it is rotating
C) the hotter it is
D) the faster it is moving away from us

18. The more that the spectral lines of a star are shifted to the red end of the spectrum

A) color of the star B) shift of its spectral lines
C) brightness of the star D) its change in apparent size

19. The velocity of a star toward or away from the Earth can be determined by measuring
the

A) relatively cool in temperature B) moving away from us
C) moving toward us D) a blue star

20. If we observe a Doppler blue shift from a star, the star must be

A) red shifted lines B) blue shifted lines
C) unshifted lines D) dim lines

21. A star moving away from the Earth will have a spectrum containing



A) brighter
B) bluer
C) redder
D) unchanged in both color and brightness

22. Compared to light from from a stationary source at the same point, light from an object
moving toward you is

A) shifted to shorter wavelengths. B) shifted to longer wavelengths.
C) appear blue. D) appear red.

23. The Doppler effect predicts that light from a source moving away from Earth will be

A) contracting
B) expanding
C) staying the same size
D) expanding and contracting regularly

24. Most astronomers agree that at the present time universe is

A) observations of supernova explosions.
B) the discovery of black holes.
C) observations that the Doppler red shift becomes greater as we look at more

distant galaxies.
D) observations that most galaxies are rotating

25. The major evidence supporting the "Big Bang" theory is

A) further away from us
B) closer to us
C) accelerating rapidly
D) already contracting toward another big bang

26. According to Hubbell’s law more rapidly moving galaxies are now

A) concentration in the yellow portion of the spectrum
B) concentration in the green portion of the spectrum
C) shift toward the blue end of the spectrum
D) shift toward the red end of the spectrum

27. According to the big bang theory, the universe began as an explosion and is still
expanding. This theory is supported by observations that the stellar spectra of distant
galaxies show a



Answer Key
The Universe

1. A
2. B
3. B
4. B
5. B
6. A
7. B
8. D
9. C
10. A
11. A
12. D
13. B
14. D
15. C
16. B
17. B
18. D
19. B
20. C
21. A
22. B
23. B
24. B
25. C
26. A
27. D


